Relax & Sleep

Bluenesse® to improve quality of sleep
The following are important for a healthy rest & sleep:
Supporting a good and calm mood
Supporting focus on relaxation and preparation to fall asleep
Metabolic push for the night to burn fat and refill the brain and muscles with sugar
How does Bluenesse® work?
Results of double blind, randomized, placebo-controlled, crossover human studies
have shown that Bluenesse® significantly supports focus as well as a calm and
good mood on demand
Furthermore, it helps to balance the stress hormone cortisol
Bluenesse® in cortisol control to cope with stress and enable regeneration
during sleep
Bluenesse® significantly reduces stress-induced cortisol levels measured in saliva
during human studies.
Why are cortisol levels so important?
• Cortisol rise related to stress
• The stress can be mental stress, like
high workload, multitasking agenda;
or physical stress, high intensity sports
training leading to elevated cortisol
levels
• High cortisol levels set the nervous
system and metabolism on alarm
- the body is ready to run away.
The heart frequency and blood
pressure is higher, making us feel
alert and suffering from anxiety.
Furthermore, the metabolism is in
favor for quick energy related to
glucose
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• Under these above conditions, no quality sleep is possible.
Essential metabolic mechanism to regenerate the body and soul are blocked and
one might feel tired even after sufficient hours of sleep
• Only healthy low cortisol levels during night enable the cardio-system to slow
down. In addition, the release of the human growth hormone (GH) which is
essential for physical body repair is stimulated. Metabolic-vise, sleep is the longest
fat-burning phase of the day, allowing the body to lower blood sugar and to refuel
the brain and muscle with sugar, giving energy for the next day. This metabolic
pathway is blocked if cortisol is still high

Bluenesse® for good mood and to be calm & relaxed in preparation for sleep:
Bluenesse® significantly reduces anxiety in human studies by controlling neuronal
communication and avoiding information overflow, i.e., overworking the brain.
It inhibits MAO B, an enzyme which degrades Dopamine. Dopamine is a
neurotransmitter response for communication between nerve cells, which are
especially responsible to trigger motivation and good mood
It inhibits GABA Transaminase, which degrades GABA; a neurotransmitter
responsible to reduce neuronal communication, and to ensure that we are not
overloaded by information
Overview about all benefits of Bluenesse® and related mode of action:
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